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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the architecture of a sub-sentential alignment system that links
linguistically motivated phrases in parallel texts.
We conceive our sub-sentential aligner as a cascade model consisting of two phases.
In the first phase, anchor chunks are linked on the basis of lexical correspondences and
syntactic similarity. In the second phase, we will focus on the more complex translational
correspondences based on observed translation shift patterns. The anchor chunks of the first
phase will be used to limit the search space in the second phase.
We present the first results of our sub-sentential alignment system, which links linguis-
tically motivated chunks. In our baseline system, the obtained recall scores range from 44%
to 59% and precision scores from 90% to 98% depending on text type.
We experimented with two different types of bilingual dictionaries to generate the lex-
ical correspondences: a handcrafted bilingual dictionary and probabilistic bilingual dictio-
naries. We demonstrate that although the handcrafted dictionary is twice the size of the
probabilistic dictionary, the obtained recall scores are lower.
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3.1 Introduction
Sub-sentential alignments are used among other things to create phrase tables for
statistical phrase-based machine translation (SMT) systems. In existing SMT sys-
tems, a phrase is not linguistically motivated. It can be any contiguous sequence
of words. There is a strong intuition that the use of linguistically relevant phrases
can improve the performance of phrase-based SMT systems. The experiments by
Groves and Way (2006) for French-English confirm this assumption.
A stand-alone sub-sentential alignment module however, is also useful for hu-
man translators if incorporated in CAT-tools, e.g. sophisticated bilingual concor-
dance systems, in sub-sentential translation memory systems (Gotti et al. 2005),
or for bilingual terminology extraction (Macken et al. 2008).
Several researchers demonstrated that the addition of linguistic information
can improve statistically-based word alignment systems. Tiedemann (2003) for
example combines association measures with additional linguistic heuristics based
on part-of-speech, phrase type, and string similarity measures. While Tiedemann
makes use of chunk information, the alignment process remains word-based. In
our approach, the whole alignment process is primarily chunk-driven.
We conceive our sub-sentential aligner as a cascade model consisting of two
phases. In the first phase anchor chunks, i.e. chunks that can be linked with a
very high precision based on lexical correspondences and syntactic similarity are
retrieved. In the second phase, we will focus on the more complex translational
correspondences based on observed translation shift patterns. The anchor chunks
of the first phase will be used to limit the search space in this second phase. This
paper describes the first phase, namely the alignment of anchor chunks.
3.2 Architecture
The global architecture of our system is visualized in figure 3.1. The sub-sentential
alignment system takes as input sentence-aligned texts, together with additional
linguistic annotations (part-of-speech codes and lemmas) for the source and the
target text.
Although the global architecture of our sub-sentential alignment system is
language-independent, some language-specific resources are used. In the first
phase, two external language-specific linguistic resources are needed: first, a bilin-
gual lexicon to generate the lexical correspondences; second, tools to generate
additional linguistic information (PoS tagger, lemmatizer and chunker).
We will simulate the different steps of the sub-sentential alignment process for
the following sentence pair:
En: Madam President, last week’s attacks on innocent civilians in New York and Washington shocked
and outraged the civilised people across the world.
Nl: Mevrouw de Voorzitter, de aanvallen op onschuldige burgers die vorige week hebben plaatsgevon-
den in New York en Washington hebben de beschaafde volkeren in de gehele wereld geschokt en
verontwaardigd.
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Figure 3.1: Outline of the full sub-sentential alignment system
In the first step of the process, the source and target sentences are divided into
chunks based on PoS information, and lexical correspondences are retrieved from
a bilingual dictionary. The chunk boundaries are visualized in figure 3.2 by means
of horizontal and vertical lines. The lexical correspondences are marked by x’s.
During anchor chunk alignment, the sub-sentential aligner links chunks based
on lexical correspondences and chunk similarity. In figure 3.2, the anchor chunks
are marked in light grey. In the example sentence, corresponding noun phrases,
corresponding prepositional phrases and corresponding verb phrases are indicated.
In the second phase of the process, the sub-sentential aligner uses the anchor
chunks of the first phase to retrieve the more complex translational correspon-
dences. In figure 3.2, such a more complex translational correspondence is marked
in dark grey. In the example sentence, the following translation shift can be ob-
served: the English premodifier (last week’s) is translated by a relative clause in
Dutch (die vorige week hebben plaatsgevonden).
3.3 Bilingual lexicon
As explained in section 3.2, a bilingual dictionary is used in the first phase of the
sub-sentential alignment process to indicate lexical correspondences in source and
target sentences.
We experimented with two different types of bilingual dictionaries: a hand-
crafted bilingual dictionary and probabilistic bilingual dictionaries, automatically
extracted from bilingual corpora.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation of the different alignment steps: chunk boundaries (horizontal and
vertical lines), lexical correspondences (x’s), anchor chunks (light grey) and complex trans-
lational correspondence (dark grey)
3.3.1 Handcrafted bilingual lexicon
The handcrafted bilingual lexicon was derived from the English-Dutch and Dutch-
English Nl-Translex lexica1(Goetschalckx et al. 2001). The Nl-Translex lexica
contain apart from one-to-one correspondences (e.g. force - kracht) and com-
pounds (e.g. market sector - marktsegment), also a large number of phrasal cor-
respondences (e.g. come into force - van kracht worden, agreement on government
procurement - overeenkomst inzake overheidsopdrachten).
As the major challenge of our research project is the automatic alignment of
those more complex phrasal correspondences, we wanted to exclude these phrasal
correspondences. However, as it was not possible to automatically distinguish
between compounds and phrasal correspondences, we only retained all one-to-one
correspondences.
The resulting bilingual dictionary contains 58,970 English-Dutch word pairs.
More details can be found in table 3.1.
3.3.2 Probabilistic bilingual lexicon
We used a statistical word alignment package to derive a bilingual dictionary from
a parallel corpus. Statistical word alignment is a semi-supervised method, which
1This work was carried out in the framework of the STEVIN DPC project.
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Table 3.1: Nl-Translex English-Dutch dictionary containing only one-to-one correspon-
dences
# Entries
English-Dutch word pairs 58,970
English words 43,914
Dutch words 43,292
Table 3.2: Formal characterstics of the En-Nl parallel corpora used for dictionary creation
(upper part) and of the resulting dictionary (lower part)
2.4M 5.6M 9.3M
Aligned sentences 50,000 116,912 202,289
Total tokens 2,416,719 5,636,468 9,323,898
En word forms freq > 2 15,295 22,261 27,398
Nl word forms freq > 2 20,362 31,506 42,455
English-Dutch word pairs 16,728 21,486 28,342
English words 10,109 12,500 15,716
Dutch words 12,939 16,132 21,373
means that it starts from unannotated (raw) data. Most methods need a large
sentence-aligned corpus to reliably estimate a statistical word alignment model.
Statistical word alignment is based on the assumption of co-occurrence: words
that are translations of each other co-occur more often than random in aligned sen-
tence pairs. The output of a statistical word alignment model is a large bilingual
word list with probability estimations.
As statistical word alignment tools need large sentence-aligned corpora, we
opted for using the Europarl corpus (Koehn 2005). We created bilingual dictionar-
ies using different parts of the Europarl corpus. The selected parts of the Europarl
corpus were aligned on sentence level using the alignment tool that was released
with the Europarl corpus. The corpora were tokenized and converted to lowercase.
Table 3.2 gives an overview of the formal characteristics of the resulting
sentence-aligned parallel corpora that were used for deriving the bilingual dic-
tionaries and the formal characteristics of the resulting bilingual dictionaries.
The most widely used statistical word alignment models are the IBM translation
models (Brown et al. 1993). The most simple IBM model - IBM Translation Model
One – is a purely lexical model: it only takes into account word frequencies in
source and target sentences2. We used the Perl implementation of IBM Model
2The higher numbered IBM Models build on IBM Model One and take into account word order (dis-
tortion) and model the probability that a source word aligns to n target words (fertility).
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One that is part of the Microsoft Bilingual Sentence Aligner (Moore 2002).
The IBM models allow only 1:n word mappings, and are therefore asymmetric.
To overcome this problem, we ran the model in two directions: from English to
Dutch and from Dutch to English. To get high-accuracy links, only the word pairs
occurring in both the English-Dutch and Dutch-English word lists were retained,
and the probabilities were averaged. To get rid of the noise produced by the trans-
lation model, only the entries with an averaged value of at least 0.1 were retained.
This value was set experimentally.
To reduce the number of values, the averaged values were multiplied by 10
and only the integer part was retained. The obtained values allow us to rank the
different translations according to frequency.
A sample of the resulting dictionary is shown in table 3.3. As the model was
trained on a corpus of word forms, the dictionary does not abstract over word
forms, e.g. affordable - betaalbaar and affordable - betaalbare are two separate
entries in the dictionary. Model One can generate multiple translations for one
word form, e.g. affected has three possible translations getroffen, beı¨nvloed and
getroffenen, with getroffen being the most frequent translation.
Table 3.3: Sample of the English-Dutch probabilistic dictionary











3.4 Additional linguistic annotations
Part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization for English was performed by the com-
bined memory-based PoS tagger/lemmatizer, which is part of the MBSP tools
(Daelemans and Van den Bosch 2005). Part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization
for Dutch was performed by TADPOLE (Van den Bosch et al. 2007).
Although the MBSP toolkits contain chunking for English and Dutch, we opted
for the development of two rule-based chunkers, the reason being that the English
and Dutch shallow parsers adopt a different chunk definition. For example, adja-
cent verbs are clustered in one verbal group in the English memory-based shallow
parser, but regarded as separate chunks in the Dutch memory-based shallow parser.
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The rule-based chunkers for Dutch and English contain distituency rules.
These rules add a chunk boundary when two consecutive part-of-speech codes
cannot occur in the same constituent, e.g. between two finite verbs.
All Dutch and English texts of the test corpus (described in Section 3.6) were
manually chunked, and the rule-based chunkers were evaluated by running the
CoNLL-evalscript developed by Tjong Kim Sang, E.F. and Buchholz, S. (2000)
on the test files. Precision scores of 93% (English) and 94% (Dutch) and recall
scores of 95% (English and Dutch) were obtained.
3.5 Algorithm
As explained in section 3.2, we conceive our sub-sentential alignment system as a
cascade model consisting of two phases. The objective of the first phase is to link
anchor chunks, i.e. chunks that can be linked with a very high precision. Those
anchor chunks are linked based on lexical clues and chunk similarity.
In order to link chunks based on lexical clues and chunk similarity, the follow-
ing steps are taken for each sentence pair:
1. Creation of the lexical link matrix
2. Linking chunks based on lexical correspondences and chunk similarity
3. Linking adjacent function word chunks and final punctuation
The different steps are described in more detail below.
3.5.1 Creation of the lexical link matrix
Prior to creating the lexical link matrix, all possible translations for each word
in the source and target sentence are retrieved from the bilingual dictionary. As
explained in section 3.3, the probabilistic bilingual dictionary contains English-
Dutch word pairs with numeric values that denote the frequency class of the word
pair3.
For each source and target word, all translations for the word form and the
lemma are retrieved from the bilingual dictionary. If only the lemma of the source
or target word is found in the bilingual dictionary, the resulting frequency weight
is cut in half.
In the process of building the lexical link matrix, function words are neglected.
Given the frequency of function words in a sentence, linking function words based
on word alignment information alone often results in erroneous alignments. For
that reason no lexical links are created for the following word classes: determin-
ers, prepositions, coordinating conjunctions, possessive pronouns and punctuation
symbols.
For all content words, if a source word occurs in the set of possible translations
of a target word, or if a target word occurs in the set of possible translations of
3As in the Nl-Translex dictionary no frequency information is available, all word pairs get the same
value.
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the source words, a lexical link is created. Identical strings in source and target
language are also linked.
The resulting lexical link matrix for our example is shown in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Lexical link matrix containing frequency weights
3.5.2 Linking anchor chunks
The problem of linking chunks based on lexical correspondences and similar
chunks can be decomposed in two subproblems:
1. Selecting candidate anchor chunks
2. Testing chunk similarity of the candidate anchor chunks
Selecting candidate anchor chunks
The candidate anchor chunks are selected based on the information available in the
lexical link matrix. For each source chunk a contiguous candidate target chunk is
constructed. The contiguous candidate target chunk is built by concatenating all
target chunks from a begin index until an end index. The begin index points to the
first target chunk with a lexical link to the source chunk under consideration. The
end index points to the last target chunk with a lexical link to the source chunk
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under consideration. Possible intermediate chunks can contain additional lexical
links, but this is not necessarily the case. If a source word contains more than one
lexical link, the lexical link with the highest frequency weight is used.
In this way, the following contiguous 1:1 and 1:n candidate target chunks are built
for our example:
Madam President Mevrouw | de Voorzitter
last week’s attacks de aanvallen | op onschuldige burgers | die vorige week
on innocent civilians op onschuldige burgers
in New York in New York
Washington Washington
shocked geschokt
the civilised people de beschaafde volkeren
across the world in de gehele wereld
For some source chunks, it is also useful to build a non-contiguous candidate tar-
get chunk. The non-contiguous candidate target chunks are built by concatenating
all target chunks with a lexical link to the source chunk under consideration. In
our example, only one non-contiguous target chunk is constructed:
last week’s attacks de aanvallen . . . vorige week
The process of selecting candidate chunks as described above, is performed twice:
a first time starting from the source sentence; a second time starting from the target
sentence. The second time, only those chunks for which no similarity test was
performed are taken into consideration.
Testing chunk similarity
For each selected candidate pair, a similarity test is performed. Chunks are con-
sidered to be similar if at least a certain percentage of words of source and target
chunk(s) are either linked by means of a lexical link or can be linked on the basis
of corresponding part-of-speech codes.
All word classes can be linked based on PoS codes. In the candidate anchor
chunk the civilised people - de beschaafde volkeren, one lexical clue (civilised -
beschaafde) is sufficient to pass the similarity test as the and de, and people and
volkeren are linked based on corresponding PoS codes.
The percentage of words that have to be linked was empirically set at 80%
for contiguous chunks and 100% for non-contiguous chunks. The percentage of
linked words is calculated as follows:
# words linked of source chunk + # words linked of target chunk
Total # source chunk words + total # target chunk words
The candidate anchor chunk across the world - in de gehele wereld contains one
lexical link world - wereld and two PoS-links across - in and the - de. Hence the
percentage of linked words = (3 + 3)/(3 + 4) = 0.86.
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If a candidate anchor chunk passes the similarity test, the information in the
matrix is updated as follows:
• All lexical links inside an anchor chunk are marked with the label S (Sure
lexical links)
• Words linked based on corresponding part-of-speech codes are marked with
the label p (PoS links)
• The label r is used to mark lexical links that are removed. If a source or
target word had multiple lexical links, all lexical links other than the one(s)
in the anchor chunk get the label r.
3.5.3 Linking adjacent function word chunks
In a final step, chunks consisting of one function word – mostly punctuation marks
and conjunctions – can be linked based on corresponding part-of-speech codes if
their left or right neighbours on the diagonal are anchor chunk. Corresponding
final punctuation marks are also linked.
Figure 3.4: Matrix containing anchor chunks (S and p labels) and remaining lexical links
with frequency weights
The resulting matrix for our example is shown in figure 3.4. In the example,
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the following anchor chunks were retrieved:
Madam President Mevrouw | de Voorzitter
, ,
on innocent civilians op onschuldige burgers





the civilised people de beschaafde volkeren
across the world in de gehele wereld
All retrieved anchor chunks but one can be considered to be entirely correct:
shocked should have been linked to hebben . . . geschokt, so the anchor chunk
shocked - geschokt is only partially correct. In section 3.6, we describe how we
evaluated the performance of the system.
3.6 Experimental results
A manual reference corpus was created that includes three different text types: user
manuals, press releases and proceedings of plenary debates. Three different types
of links were used: regular links for straightforward correspondences (e.g. inno-
cent - onschuldige, New York - New York), fuzzy links for translation-specific shifts
of various kinds (e.g. last week’s - die vorige week hebben plaatsgevonden), and
null links for words for which no correspondence could be indicated (deletions or
additions). In the manual reference corpus, different units could be linked (words,
word groups, paraphrased sections, punctuation). More details on the creation of
the manual reference corpus can be found in (Macken 2007).
To evaluate the system’s performance, the links created by the system were
compared with the links in the manual reference files. Table 3.4 gives an overview
of the number of words and documents used for testing the system.
To be able to compare the alignments of the system with the reference align-
ments, all phrase-to-phrase alignments were converted into word-to-word align-
ments by linking each word of the source phrase to each word of the target phrase
Table 3.4: En-Nl Test data
Text type # Words # Texts
Proceedings EP 3,139 7
Press Releases 4,926 4
User Manuals 4,010 2
Total 12,075 13
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(all-pairs heuristic).
3.6.1 Metrics
The results of the experiments were evaluated in terms of precision and recall,
which are widely used in the context of information retrieval. If we would cal-
culate precision and recall on all word-to-word links, all links would be equally
important. However, as Melamed (2001) pointed out, an evaluation metric that
treats all links as equally important would place undue importance on words that
were linked more than once (e.g. all word-to-word links resulting from the phrasal
alignments). Therefore, a weight is assigned to each word-to-word link, and pre-
cision and recall are calculated on the weights of the word-to-word links.
We use the weighting method developed by Davis et al. (2007), which is a
refinement of the weighting principles introduced by Melamed (2001). In this
weighting scheme, every word contributes 0.5 to the total weight. In case of in-
terlinked word-to-word links from the phrasal alignments, each link is assigned
the total weight of the phrasal alignment divided by the number of word-to-word
links. In the example of last week’s - die vorige week hebben plaatsgevonden, the
total weight of the phrasal alignment is 3.5 ((2+5)×0.5), and each word-to-word
link gets a weight of 0.35 (3.5/(2 × 5)). In the case of a regular word-to-word
link (e.g. innocent - onschuldige), the resulting weight of the word-to-word link is
1 (((1 + 1)× 0.5)/(1× 1)).
Precision and recall are then calculated on the weights, by using the following
equations:
Precision =
total system weight of corresponding word-to-word links
total system weight
Recall =
total reference weight of corresponding word-to-word links
total reference weight
3.6.2 Results
The results presented here are the results of a system that uses the probabilistic
dictionary trained on the 9.3M word corpus.
We considered all word-to-word links at two different stages in the system. A
first time after dictionary lookup, and a second time after the alignment of chunks
based on syntactic similarity. However, as it is also interesting to assess the relia-
bility of the alignments of the anchor chunks, precision and recall are also calcu-
lated on only the word-to-word links that are part of the aligned anchor chunks.
Table 3.5 contains the results per text type for all the texts of the test corpus.
In the columns under the heading DCT, the results after dictionary lookup are
displayed. It it worth noticing that although the bilingual lexicon was trained on
Europarl data, the coverage is quite good on other domains. The high figure for
Press Releases can be explained by the high number of technical terms that are
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Table 3.5: Normalized precision and recall on all word-to-word links at different stages in
the system per text type
DCT DCT + AC AC
Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec
Proceedings EP .78 .28 .90 .44 .92 .38
Press Releases .90 .34 .98 .59 .98 .54
User Manuals .85 .27 .95 .46 .97 .40
identical in source and target text (the Press Releases test corpus contained 12%
identical strings).
The columns under the heading DCT + AC contain the results after the align-
ment of syntactically similar chunks. During the alignment process, extra word-
to-word links can be created for words belonging to the anchor chunks based on
corresponding PoS codes (e.g. function words, adjectives). This explains the in-
crease in recall. On the other hand, some disambiguation takes place for words
that were linked several times. This explains the increase in precision.
In the last columns under the heading AC, precision/recall results are given for
only the word-to-word links belonging to the chunks that were aligned based on
syntactic similarity. The obtained precision scores (between .92 and .98) seem high
enough to use the aligned chunks as anchors in the second phase of the alignment
process.
We also investigated the impact of the size of the training corpus used for dic-
tionary creation on the test results. We compared the obtained precision and recall
scores at the different stages in the system on all the test files. As can be seen in
figure 3.5, the size of the training corpus – and hence the size of the resulting dic-
tionary – has a positive impact on recall at all stages in the system. No difference
in precision was observed.
It is also interesting to compare the performance of the handcrafted bilingual
lexicon with the performance of the probabilistic bilingual lexicon. Although the
Nl-Translex dictionary is twice the size of the probabilistic dictionary trained on
the 9.3M word corpus, the obtained recall scores are lower at all stages of the
system4. The alignments retrieved by the system using the Nl-Translex system are
more precise after dictionary lookup. But no difference in precision is observed if
we only take into account the retrieved anchor chunks.
As explained in section 3.3.2, the probabilistic dictionaries were automatically
extracted from a corpus containing word forms. We examined the impact of lem-
matizing the training corpus prior to dictionary creation on the test results. By
lemmatizing the training corpus, we expect that abstracting over word forms will
4It is also worthwhile to mention that the Nl-Translex dictionary and the probabilistic dictionary
(trained on the lemmatized corpus) contain different word pairs: only 21% of the entries of the proba-
bilistic dictionary are part of the NL-Translex dictionary.
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Figure 3.5: Impact of size training corpus on recall
increase the overall recall scores.
As the size of the dictionary might influence the impact of lemmatization, we
trained probabilistic dictionaries on four different corpora: the lemmatized and
word form version of both the 2.4M and the 9.3M word corpus respectively5.
Lemmatization has a positive impact on recall for the system using the 2.4M
word corpus. But the recall improvement is less clear for the system using the
9.3M word corpus. The reason being that the coverage of the 9.3M word forms
dictionary is quite high6. The precision scores are slightly better for the word
forms corpora.
3.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have described the global architecture of our sub-sentential align-
ment system. We conceive our sub-sentential aligner as a cascade model with two
phases. In the first phase anchor chunks, i.e. chunks that can be linked with a
very high precision based on lexical correspondences and syntactic similarity are
retrieved. In the second phase, we will focus on the more complex translational
correspondences based on observed translation shift patterns. The anchor chunks
of the first phase will be used to limit the search space in the second phase.
The objective of the first phase was to link anchor chunks, i.e. chunks that can
be linked with a very high precision. In our baseline system, on average 40-50% of
the words can be linked with a precision ranging from 90% to 98%. The obtained
5In the lemmatized systems, the retrieval of the lemmatized form is not penalized by reducing the
frequency weight.
6We lemmatized the resulting dictionary extracted from the 9.3M word forms corpus off-line and com-
pared it with the dictionary extracted from the lemmatized 9.3M corpus. An overlap of 95% was
obtained. The overlap on the resulting dictionaries trained on the 2.3M word corpus was 85%
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precision scores seem high enough to use the aligned chunks as anchors in the
second phase of the alignment process.
We experimented with two different types of bilingual dictionaries to generate
the lexical correspondences: a handcrafted bilingual dictionary and probabilistic
bilingual dictionaries. We demonstrate that although the handcrafted dictionary is
twice the size of the probabilistic dictionary, the obtained recall scores are lower.
No difference in precision is observed for the retrieved anchor chunks.
We demonstrated that lemmatizing the training corpus prior to dictionary ex-
traction can increase recall for small training corpora. As expected, increasing the
size of the training corpora has a positive impact on the overall recall scores.
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